London -NDLP Issues raised by non-participation
• Policymaker interested in impact of offering ERA for all those eligible to receive the offer.
(ERA as an integral component of the New Deal)
• But… ERA tested only on a potentially selective subset of the eligibles 2 ways to view non-participation 1. Impact of offering ERA eligibility on the eligibles (in the 6 districts)
→ Assess the scope for randomisation bias (Heckman, 1992 and Heckman et al., 1999) in the experimental estimate for the parameter of interest 2. Impact of offering ERA eligibility on the study participants (in the 6 districts)
→ Has non-participation affected the extent of external validity of the experimental results, and hence their representativeness and policy relevance?
6 ERA study offers rare chance to look at this issue!
• offer (ITT)
• whole population (ATE)
• admin data
Research questions
• Impact on all eligibles -Impact on the non-participants
• Impact on all eligibles versus experimental impact on the participants
Methodology & "What's new"
Moving beyond an experiment's limitations by climbing on its shoulders
• Impact estimates under selection-on-observables (CIA)
→ matching and re-weighting estimators
• When follow-up data for non-participants available → exploit experiment to assess whether CIA is corroborated (plus help with choice of how to summarise X) → in cases where not, use information from experiment to adjust the nonexperimental estimates
• When follow-up data for non-participants not available: Active benefit history, inactive benefit history, employment history:
(1) parsimonious summary (2) monthly employment dummies (3) dummies for sequences of employment/benefits/neither states; 90% of sample (4) dummies for ever employed in 12m window at any time in the past
Methodology
Average effect on participants
Follow-up data
Akin to getting the ATNT using matching methods
X) and (CS)

Implementation
Match to each non-participant one or more similar programme group member(s) based on
By OLS or matching
Robustness analysis / adjustment
If (CIA-0) not met:
Relax identifying (CIA-1) by allowing participants and non-participants with the same X to differ in terms of some unobservable translating into a proportional difference of θ
No follow-up data
Akin to attrition → reweigh Y of the participants on the basis of the X of the eligibles to make them representative -in terms of X -of the full eligible population
Motivation: Survey earnings
-all we had originally -clean definition of components, incl. all part-time and self-employed -same horizon (and all post-treatment)
Implementation
The empirical counterpart can be derived in several ways:
1) Reweighting
Directly weigh the outcomes of the (responding) participants so as to reflect the distribution of X in the eligible population.
Ignoring survey/item non-response
Allowing for survey/item non-response (selective non-response based on X) 
